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COURSE DESCRIPTION CARD - SYLLABUS 

Course name  

Civil Engineering 1 
Course 

Field of study 

Architecture 

Area of study (specialization) 
Architecture 

Level of study  
First-cycle studies 
Form of study 

full-time 

Year/Semester 

I / 2 

Profile of study  

general academic 

Course offered in 
English 

Requirements  

compulsory

 Number of hours 

Lecture 

30 

Tutorials 

0 

Laboratory classes 

0 

Projects/seminars 

0 

Other (e.g. online) 

0 

Number of credit points 

2 

Lecturers

Responsible for the course/lecturer: 

dr inż. arch. Adam Siniecki 

e-mail: adam.siniecki@put.poznan.pl 

Wydział Architektury Politechniki Poznańskiej 

ul. Jacka Rychlewskiego 2, 61-131 Poznań

Responsible for the course/lecturer: 

mgr inż. arch. Jędrzej Suchecki 

e-mail: jedrzej.suchecki@put.poznan.pl 

Wydział Architektury Politechniki Poznańskiej 

ul. Jacka Rychlewskiego 2, 61-131 Poznań

 Prerequisites 

The student should have basic knowledge of the mathematics, physics, basics of architectural design 

(fundamentals of architectural design), basic technologies and materials  used in construction 

(materials).        

Course objective 

- Learning about the components of buildings, the functioning of the building structure as a whole;  

- getting acquainted with loads occurring in the building, load differentiation depending on purpose of 

the object;  

- providing basic information about "invisible" elements of the building influence of ground and water 

conditions on the whole design process;  

- getting to know with variety of ceilings structures and possibilities of their forming,  

- providing basic information about other horizontal elements and their purpose in buildings;  
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- presentation of vertical partitions and vertical load-bearing elements of buildings, and verticality 

transmission of loads;  

- acquainting with the variety of wooden roof constructions, and possibilities of their use not only in 

housing construction;  

- providing knowledge allowing for proper design of flat roofs;  

- acquaintance with elements of insulation occurring in buildings, and with requirements in this respect 

concerning not only anti-moisture and anti-water insulation, but also sound insulation; 

- Introduction of basic information about communication elements in buildings;  

- providing knowledge about prefabrication, including that "coming back" to housing construction; 

Course-related learning outcomes  

Knowledge 

B.W4. mathematics, space geometry, statics, material strength, shaping, construction and dimensioning 

of structures, to the extent necessary to formulate and solve tasks in the field of architectural and urban 

design; 

B.W5. issues of construction, construction technologies and installations, construction and building 

physics, covering key issues in architectural, urban and planning design as well as issues related to fire 

protection of buildings; 

B.W6. investment economics and organization methods as well as the course of the design and 

investment process; basic principles of design and implementation quality management in the 

construction process; 

B.W9. principles of occupational health and safety. 

Skills 

B.U4. develop solutions for individual building systems and elements in terms of technology, 

construction and materials; 

B.U5. make a preliminary economic analysis of planned engineering activities; 

B.U6. properly apply standards and legal regulations in the field of architectural and urban design. 

Social competences 

B.S2. reliable self-assessment, formulating constructive criticism regarding architectural and urban 

planning activities. 

Methods for verifying learning outcomes and assessment criteria 

Learning outcomes presented above are verified as follows: 

A prerequisite for passing is obtaining a positive mark from the final test consisting of 15-23 questions. 

To pass the course the student is required to achieve at least 60% of the 100% possible points. The 

colloquium is given in the last lecture of the semester. 

Summative Evaluation: - grading scale adopted: 2,0; 3,0; 3,5; 4,0; 4,5; 5,0.  
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Successful completion of the module depends on the student's achievement of all learning outcomes 

specified in the syllabus.   

Programme content 

Lecture #1: Introductory Lecture. presentation of the course program, credit requirements, discussion of 

what is general construction on the basis of projects and realization of selected buildings. Basic 

definitions of the subject (construction, buildings, structures).  

Lecture #2 and #3: Components and building parts. Discussion of the basic building components 

(foundations, load-bearing walls, curtain walls, lintels, binders, columns, ceilings, trusses), Structural 

systems (longitudinal, transverse, mixed, unidirectional, bidirectional), construction types (with load-

bearing walls, frame, cantilever, hanging, etc.), typification in construction - giving basic modular spans 

for individual structural elements - with particular reference to the structural and clear dimensions. 

Lecture #4: Loads in building. Discussion of basic load standards i.e. permanent loads, basic process and 

installation (variable) loads, wind load and snow load with particular reference to variable loads 

depending on the function of the building. Discussion of basic design concepts, design stages, 

preliminary selection of structural system, materials, selection of floors. Design example for preliminary 

ceiling selection.  

Lecture #5: Building foundations. Discussion of foundation methods - Direct foundations and indirect 

foundations, discussion of types of foundations for buildings (footings, grates, piles, slabs, slurry walls), 

materials, construction technology, and general principles of using particular types of foundations, 

discussion of basic information on soil-water investigations and hydrogeological conditions.   

Lecture #6 and #7: Horizontal elements of buildings - part I "Floors". Discuss the function of floors in a 

building. Ceilings division due to division of floors depending on used materials: reinforced concrete, 

reinforced concrete and steel, ceramic and steel, wooden. Division of ceilings according to the 

technology of execution: prefabricated, semi-prefabricated, dense rib, monolithic (including mushroom 

and mushroomless ceilings). Basic floor construction systems: single and multi-span, one-way and two-

way. Advantages and disadvantages of each solution. Discuss conditions affecting selection of a 

particular solution and floor thickness.   

Lecture #8: Horizontal elements of buildings - part II "other horizontal elements". Discussion of other 

horizontal building elements: lintels (monolithic, prefabricated), beams (reinforced concrete and steel), 

balconies and terraces (construction, application possibilities, construction requirements), frames and 

frame systems, trusses. Provide rules for initial sizing of individual components, presentation of non-

standard structural solutions such as Vierendeel beam, "hanging" ceiling. The functions of the various 

elements in the building.  

Lecture #9: Vertical elements of buildings. Discuss the function of walls in a building, walls (load bearing, 

curtain, partition, foundations), discussion of the role in buildings, discussion of wall technology and 

materials of which walls are made. Criteria for selection of technology, material and size (load capacity, 

load distribution load, service conditions - acoustic and thermal insulation), columns - types of columns, 
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due to material used, scheme, shape - wooden, masonry, reinforced concrete, steel columns. Inter-

window pillars - basic requirements. Pilasters. Technology of walls constructing (masonry on mortar, 

glued, prefabricated, monolithic). Layered wall systems of lightweight housing.  

Lecture #10: Roofs - wooden roof structures. Discussion of wooden roof structures - rafter, rafter and 

purlin, collar beam, hipped, mansard. Components of each structure along with basic dimensions. 

Conditions of application of different types of trusses, materials used for roof structures. Ways of joining 

wooden structures - carpentry joints, nail and screw joints, steel fasteners. Types of roofing used in roof 

trusses. Structural elements made of glued laminated timber.  

Lecture #11: Flat roofs and roof coverings. Presentation of solid and ventilated - hatch and non-hatch - 

roof structures, materials used to design flat roofs and flat roof coverings (minimal decreases). Steel 

roof structures - trusses and sheet metal trusses. Metal flashings on roofs.  

Lecture #12: Insulation in buildings. Waterproofing, damp proofing, thermal and acoustic insulation - 

types, design, application. Details of the design and execution of insulation with particular taking into 

account typical "dangerous" places in buildings.  

Lecture #13: Communication elements in buildings. Stairs, ramps, cranes, escalators, entrances and 

driveways to buildings.  Division of communication elements by materials used. Types of communication 

elements, construction, structural requirements of applications of selected communication elements. 

Design - basic patterns ("comfortable stairs"), taking basic dimensions of communication elements.  

Lecture #14: Repetition of the material.  

Lecture #15: Credit Colloquium. Credit for the semester.  

Teaching methods 

- Lectures,  

- Lecture with multimedia presentation,  

- Lecture with slideshows of photos from construction projects,  

- eLearning Moodle (a system for supporting the teaching process and distance learning).  

Bibliography 

Basic 

1. Markiewicz P., Budownictwo ogólne dla architektów, Archi-Plus,  

2. Żeńczykowski W.. Budownictwo ogólne 2/1, Arkady , Warszawa 

3. Żeńczykowski W.. Budownictwo ogólne 2/2, Arkady , Warszawa 

4. Żeńczykowski W.. Budownictwo ogólne 3/1, Arkady , Warszawa 

5. Żeńczykowski W.. Budownictwo ogólne 3/2, Arkady , Warszawa 

Legislation: 
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6. PN-82 B-02001 Obciążenia Budowli- Obciążenia stale  

7. PN-82/B-02003 Podstawowe obciążenia technologiczne i montażowe)  

8. PN-77/B-02011 Obciążenie wiatrem  

9. PN-82/B-02004 Obciążenia pojazdami),  

10. PN-EN 1991-1-3:2005 Eurocod 1 Oddziaływania na konstrukcje. Część 1-3 Oddziaływania ogólne. 

Obciążenie śniegiem  

Additional  

11. Seria wydawnicza: Słabe miejsca w budynkach tomy 1-6 Arkady,  

12.Warszawa praca zbiorowa, Poradnik majstra budowlanego, Arkady 1992.  

Breakdown of average student's workload 

 Hours ECTS 

Total workload 50 2,0 

Classes requiring direct contact with the teacher 30 1,0 

Student's own work (literature studies, preparation for 
laboratory classes/tutorials, preparation for tests/exam, project 
preparation) 1 

20 1,0 

 

                                                      
1 delete or add other activities as appropriate 


